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Abstract—Naive dialogue generation systems do not have the
ability to generate distinguishable utterances while replying to
different speakers, as they do not take into consideration whom
the speaker is. To overcome this situation, we present an endto-end deep learning model that relies on a person-specific embedding (persona) to generate adequate responses in multi-party
conversations. In particular, the persona contains information
about how a person behaves in the conversational multi-party
setting. Empirical results on the Multi-Domain Wizard-of-Oz
(MultiWoz) data set show the efficacy of our approach over the
existing state-of-the-art systems, and show that our approach
efficiently generates person-specific utterances.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Modelling conversational agents with human-like abilities
has always been a challenging task. The development of such
systems means a step closer to general artificial intelligence
and has recently attracted the attention of a wide range
of studies [20]. Conversational systems find applications in
domains, such as health [25], smart home control [4], or
service systems [23], but also in the open domain [21].
The generation process poses serious challenges as contextawareness is a key factor. In a two-speaker dialogue system,
the utterances generated by the agent depend on the whole
conversation history, which in itself is challenging. But in a
multi-party setting, the agent should also know the person to
whom he will generate the dialogue. Indeed, depending on
the addressee, the sentence production might differ both in its
form and/or semantics [16].
To overcome this situation, recent studies have introduced
the notion of person-specific embeddings also called persona
[9], [11], where a dyadic speaker addressee model captures
properties of interactions between two interlocutors. In particular, the persona avoids the creation of specific multiple
agent/addressee models, i.e. one for each pair of speakers. The
biggest challenge faced while generating dialogues for a multiparty conversation vs. generating dialogues for a two person
or dyadic conversation is the liberty of choosing one speaker

as the input and the other speaker as the output. If we try
to extend this idea to a multi-party setting we would require
a separate text generative agent for each speaker. However,
this would prove to be very resource consuming and hence
not scalable. A better alternative is to have the information
of both speakers and the their social interaction traits and use
them to generate person-specific response using the only the
single model.
To achieve this said information, we use a similar technique used for generating word embeddings, i.e obtaining the
features or traits of the word in vectorized form. We extend
this technique to generate persona embedding by generating a
vectorization of social interaction traits or persona of a speaker.
The main contributions of our research are as follows: a).
we present a deep learning approach to create the personspecific embedding (persona); b). we discuss different use
cases of our persona for a wide range of baseline models,
including sequence-to-sequence, transformers and generative
adversarial networks architectures; c). we illustrate state-ofthe-art results for dialogue generation in a multi-party scenario
over the Multi-Domain Wizard-of-Oz data set [1].
II. R ELATED W ORK
Due to a more realistic nature, multi-party dialogue generation has recently attracted attention [6], [7], [9], [16], [28].
Nevertheless, most progresses in dialogue systems have been
proposed in two-party settings. In particular, transformer-based
dialogue generation architectures such as GPT-2 [19] have
been very successful as a robust end-to-end natural language
generation system. In mutli-party settings, [15] recently proposed one such transformer-based dialogue system. In other
recent developments in dialogue generation trends, we have
also seen improvements in performance by employing adversarial training [10]. Within the multi-party setting, authors
in [14], [24] proposed multi-turn dialogue generation models

Dialogue
Hello, I have been robbed. Can you please help me get in
touch with the police?
Parkside Police Station is in Parkside, Cambridge. Their
number is 01223358966. Anything else I can do for you?
Can I please have the postcode as well?
The postcode for the Parkside Police Station is CB11JG.
Can I help you with anything else?
Was Parkside the address of the police station? If not, can
I have the address please?
Yes, Parkside is the address.
Thank you that will be all for now.
Great. Thank you for contacting Cambridge Towninfo Centre.
You were great. Goodbye.
We are happy to help. Have a good day!
TABLE I
E XAMPLE OF CONVERSATION MultiWoz.

using generative adversarial networks (GANs) combined with
encoder-decoder architectures.
For the “MultiWoz: wizard of oz” [1] dataset, one of the previous works [29] proposes a reinforcement learning framework
that treats the action spaces of the dialog agent as the latent
variables for end-to-end dialogue generation. Meanwhile [13]
proposes a scalable and accurate neural dialogue state tracking
mode, which uses global modules to share parameters between
estimators for different types of dialogue states. [8] proposed a
deep learning based scalable framework for dialog generation
by learning to estimate probability distribution at every dialog
turn.
In order to capture the personality of the speaker in a multiparty conversation, [9] proposed to build an embedding that
catches individual characteristics such as background information and speaking style, as well as interactions properties
between addressees. In order to generate a dialogue utterance,
a linear combination of persona embeddings is concatenated
to the latent representation. While this approach yields good
results with the recurrent neural network architecture they
adopt, it poses a new challenge of incorporating such one
dimension persona embedding with a multi-dimension latent
representation as obtained in the case of transformers.
In comparison to these existing research works, our proposed approach aims at creating a scalable solution to multiparty dialogue generation by creating a social-persona embedding for every speaker in a conversation. Such a built persona
is then used to create addressee-differentiated utterances in an
attempt to capture interpersonal and behavioral relationships
between the speaker and the addressee.

By the way of which we aim to generate specialized or
personalized responses.
We propose an end-to-end deep learning architecture to enhance multi-party dialogue generation. First, we introduce an
environment-aware persona embedding to capture the changes
in behaviour during the conversation. Second, we propose
different techniques for adding this embedding to the existing
baseline models, which include sequence-to-sequence, transformer and generative adversarial networks architectures. The
most competitive framework is presented in Figure 1, which
combines GANs with transformers.
A. Initialization of Persona Embedding
To generate such persona embedding, we consider that for
each pair of dialogues there is a center utterance and a context
utterance, where the center utterance is replying to the context
utterance, and similarly the center speaker is replying to the
context speaker. Hence, the probability distribution for a datapoint in our data set can be written as:
P (conu | cenub ∩ cons )
where conu and cons stand for context utterance and context
speaker respectively, and cenub = cenu ∩ cens stands for
center utterance-block.
Thus, our goal is to maximize
Y

P (conu | cenub ∩ cons )

cenub conub

where conub = conu ∩cons stands for context utterance-block,
and conu = context utterance, cons = speaker of the context
utterance. Note that we implicitly make P (conu | cenub ∩
cons ) for non-existent or invalid pairs, close to 0.
We can re-write the above expression as follows:
max log

Y

Y

P (conu | cenub ∩ cons )

cenub conub

Since log(.) is a strictly increasing function, the minima and
maxima won’t be shifted.
X X

max

log P (conu | cenub ∩ cons )

cenub conub

which is equivalent to

III. P ROPOSED M ETHODOLOGY
Similar to word embeddings we propose a set of persona
embeddings. And like word embeddings, our goal is to map
the entities (words or persona) to a vector space. Similarly
analogous to word embedding where we map the semantics
of the words, we map the traits of the speaker and addressee.

Y

−min

X X

log P (conu | cenub ∩ cons )

cenub conub

where P (x) is the softmax function. Hence, through propagating this loss to our randomly initialized persona embedding
matrix, we generate our desired persona embedding.

Fig. 1. Most competitive architecture combininf Transformers with GANs.

B. Context Representation using BiGRU
To encode an utterance, we first use Glove embeddings
[18] to represent each word in a R300 vector space. We then
initialize a random matrix (R100 ) as the persona embedding.
Finally, we concatenate each word embedding with the persona
embedding of its speaker to obtain a persona infused word
embedding.
To learn the contextual relationship between words in an utterance, we pass the persona infused word embedding through
a Bi-directional Gated Recurrent Unit (BiGRU ) [5]. In particular, we deploy an attention mechanism as proposed in [2]
to single out the words from the speaker which might have the
most impact in generating the reply from the addressee, while
also simultaneously capturing the persona of the speaker. We
then use this context vector coupled with the attention outputs
to generate an appropriate reply, i.e. generated response.
C. Transformer-based Generation
The persona-based contextual vector (i.e. representation of
the utterance) is passed through a transformer [27] consisting
of an encoder with self-attention and layer normalization. The
obtained sentence encoding is then passed through a decoder
consisting of a combination of self and multi-headed attention
layers with layer norm. We use this combination of encoder
and decoder as a means of generating a relevant contextual
relationship between words of query utterance, and query
and answer utterances. We choose the number of heads in
the transformer carefully, so that to facilitate learning interpersonal relationship via the combination of persona and word
embeddings.
D. Generative Adversarial Networks
Finally, the generation process is embedded into a GAN
architecture. For the generator, we employ the transformerbased generation model as described above. The generator
generates the reply for a person A when person B has spoken
utterance UB , while preserving the context of the conversation.
Note that we use the cross entropy loss function to evaluate
the losses in the generated dialogues. With respect to the
discriminator, we use two distributions as the input, viz.(i).
the generated output from the generator, and (ii). the real

utterance from the data set. These inputs are then individually
passed through a recurrent neural network and a multi-layered
perceptron is used to determine which of the inputs comes
from the real distribution or the inferred one. In particular,
we use the binary cross entropy loss function, and the final
back-propagated loss is the sum of losses from the generator
and the discriminator.
IV. DATASETS , E XPERIMENTS , AND A NALYSIS
In this section, we present the details of the data sets that
we used for our experiments, report and analyse experimental
results, and compare with several state-of-the-art baseline
systems.
A. Dataset
The Multi-Domain Wizard-of-Oz 1 data set is a large scale
multi-turn conversational data set containing dialogues from
numerous topics. MultiWoz has nearly 10K dialogues making
it one of the largest dialogue generation data sets available.
Combining the above two facts makes MultiWoz very viable
to use as a data set to build an end-to-end dialogue system.
We show the detailed description of the data set setups in the
supplementary material accompanying this submission.
B. Experimental Setups
We use the Pytorch framework to implement our proposed
models. We applied grid search to obtain the optimal parameters for each of the models presented. We show the description
of hyper-parameters in the table IV obtained after model
optimizations. Moreover, we use Adam as an optimizer and
cross entropy as a loss function. For Transformers and GANs,
we also used cosine annealing to prevent from overfitting.
Models were then trained on GTX 2080 TI for 100 epochs.
C. Results and Analysis
To evaluate all the models, we use a wide-range of unsupervised metrics for language generation as proposed in [22], and
not just a small part of them as in most related work. For each
model, we also create two different variations: with persona
1 https://tinyurl.com/yf875muj

Models
Transformer w/ persona
Transformer w/o persona
Seq2Seq w/ persona
Seq2Seq w/o persona
GAN w/ persona
GAN w/o persona

BLEU-1
0.535
0.530
0.350
0.290
0.555
0.541

BLEU-2
0.369
0.362
0.151
0.104
0.398
0.407

BLEU-3
0.276
0.270
0.120
0.037
0.297
0.275

BLEU-4
0.205
0.201
0.092
0.020
0.243
0.234

METEOR
0.285
0.283
0.201
0.175
0.291
0.295

ROUGE-L
0.510
0.478
0.330
0.302
0.528
0.512

CIDEr
1.744
1.730
0.492
0.466
1.769
1.755

STCS
0.776
0.774
0.770
0.735
0.793
0.786

EACS
0.886
0.877
0.871
0.878
0.890
0.890

VCS
0.743
0.743
0.713
0.702
0.756
0.751

GRMS
0.836
0.813
0.835
0.785
0.852
0.840

TABLE II
E VALUATION RESULTS USING VARIOUS UNSUPERVISED AUTOMATIC METRICS DISCUSSED IN [22], WHERE Seq2Seq IS THE MODEL USING ONLY B I GRU,
Transformer IS THE MODEL USING ONLY T RANSFORMER NETWORKS WHILE GAN IS THE GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORK ARCHITECTURE .

Statistics

MultiWoz

#Dialogue
8348
#Turns
113,556
#Tokens
1,490,615
Avg. turns per dialogue
13.46
Avg. tokens per turn
13.13
Total unique tokens
23,689
TABLE III
S TATISTICS FOR THE MultiWoz DATASET.

Parameters

Speaker Dependent

Bi-GRU
Dense layer

200 neurons, dropout=0.3
100 neurons, dropout=0.3

Transformer
Head
Restart
Dense layer

400 Neurons
4
Cosine Annealing
100 neurons, dropout=0.1

Activations
Optimizer
Output
Loss
Batch
Epochs

ReLu
Adam (lr= 10−5 )
Softmax
Cross-entropy
30
100

TABLE IV
M ODEL CONFIGURATIONS .

embedding (w/ persona), and without persona embedding (w/o
persona). A comparative study is shown in Table II.
We see that the GAN architecture outperforms every other
existing models, and majority of the results can be attributed
to the transformer-based architecture, which is a very powerful
language generation model. We can also acknowledge the
efficacy of our persona embedding, where we examine the
improvements of results by adding or not the context-aware
information. It is clear that in almost all configurations, the
persona embedding plays a crucial role.
We also perform human evaluation to better understand the
quality of the outputs produced from our proposed model.
For the purpose of human evaluation, we had two annotators,
and in case of any disambiguation in scores for data points
(individual generated texts), we consider the rounded off
average of the scores. The following characteristics were used
for human evaluations:
•
•
•

Fluency measures the grammatical correctness of the
produced sentences,
Adequacy measures the coherence of the generated response pertaining to the context,
Persona Consistency measures the coherence of the gen-

erated dialogue in accordance with the social persona
traits of the speaker.
Fluency, Adequacy and Persona Consistency are defined
in the scale of 0-2, with ‘0’ indicating wrong matching,
‘1’ indicating acceptable matching and ‘2’ indicating perfect
matching. Results are illustrated in Table V. Interesting issues
are evidenced as:
• GAN-based architectures seem to evidence more fluent
utterances, while losing in adequacy over transformerbased only systems.
• GAN-based architectures made the best use of persona
embeddings to generate person specific responses.
• Transformer-based architectures generate the most adequate responses with respect to the context of the
conversation, while falling in other characteristics.
• BiGRU-based models is cleerly the least performing
architecture.
• The addition of persona embedding improved the overall
quality of generation in all of the characteristics for all
of the models.
Models
F
A
PC
Transformer w/ persona
1.62
1.18
1.44
Transformer w/o persona
1.56
1.12
1.32
Seq2Seq w/ persona
1.16
1.06
1.28
Seq2Seq w/o persona
1.04
0.82
1.04
GAN w/ persona
1.70
1.10
1.66
GAN w/o persona
1.66
1.06
1.46
TABLE V
H UMAN EVALUATION FOR F LUENCY (F), A DEQUACY (A) AND P ERSONA
C ONSISTENCY (PC) OVER 50 UTTERANCES BY TWO ANNOTATORS .

We observe the best scores in majority (2 out of 3 human
evaluated metrics) for the GAN-based model, which is inline
with our observation through the automated metrics (Table II).
D. Comparative Analysis
Models

BLEU

Baseline [1]
18.8
TokenMoE [17]
16.8
HDSA [3]
23.6
Structured Fusion [12]
16.3
LARL [29]
12.8
MarCo [26]
20.0
GAN w/ persona
24.3
TABLE VI
C OMPARISON WITH STATE - OF - THE - ART MODELS .

We finally compare our approach against various systems in
Table VI that made use of the same dataset and reported the
results using only the BLEU-4 metric, which is the arithmetic
mean of X-gram BLEU scores, for X ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4]. Evaluation
clearly demonstrates the benefits of the architecture proposed
in this paper. Moreover, it is important to note that:
• the state-of-the-art system presented in Table VI focused
on policy optimization but had a secondary language generation task, whereas our sole task is language generation.
• the models presented in Table VI generated dialogues for
only one of the two speakers in each conversation, while
our model generated dialogues for both speakers, and
hence the results for the same are used for comparison.
Hence, the addition of social persona traits while generating
responses improved the performance of the GAN-based model
to the extent that it outperformed the state-of-the-art model for
the same dataset. We also saw from Table II that the inclusion
of such embedding improved the quality of generation to beat
all the models mentioned in Table VI except [3].

1

2
3

4
5
6
7
8

E. Detailed Analysis
9

Good

Bad

Dialogue
I want to stay for 3 nights starting on thursday
i would to book in 3 nights starting on tuesday
I have a yellow audi booked for you the contact number
is 07267474545 can i help you with anything else
i have booked taxi bmw for for you the contact number
is 07195096632 i help you with anything else
what is the address
i is the price and
that’s ok i’ll take the address if you have it
i all i try the one and you can it for

TABLE VII
E XAMPLES OF “G OOD ” AND “BAD ” DIALOGUE GENERATIONS FROM THE
GAN- BASED MODEL .

As per our analysis, we found out that our model with persona embedding focuses much more on generating responses
starting with pronoun such as ’I’. This could be due to the
heavy reliance of the proposed model on social persona trait
while generating responses. Hence, in our observation the
model tried to predict the reaction of the speaker on the given
information (input). Hence, when the required generation did
not require a personal sentence, i.e beginning with ‘I’, the
generation started getting sidetracked significantly, (cf. Bad
section in Table VII). Whereas, whenever such a personal
sentence was required, our model generated fairly good sentences, (cf. Good section in Table VII). Moreover, to generate
earlier dialogues in the conversation, the model had trouble in
picking up the context correctly, which corrected itself over
the duration of the conversation.
The proposed model was sufficiently good in capturing the
context of the conversation as shown in examples presented
in Table VIII. Here, we observe that the model performs well
in both cases, i.e when generating a personalized sentence vs.
generating a generic (non-personalized) sentence. On further
analysis we also observed that the generated personalized

10

Dialogue
i have made a booking here is your information booking was successful reference number is dgghj53e
i have booked those reservation for is your reference
booking was successful reference number c73zmm0g
4ahco6oi is
for how many people would the reservation need
yes how many people you reservation be the
i have found several trains that you can use what is
your destination
i can several 70 trains that meet can narrow what day
your destination
okay do not hesitate to call us again
thank have you hesitate to call if again if
sure where will you be departing
i what are you be departing from
yes what is the entrance fee for that please
i i is the entrance fee the museum
i’ll be leaving from leicester on sunday
i be leaving from cambridge and tuesday
thanks i’m also looking for a guesthouse in the east it
doesn’t need to have free wifi
yes i also looking for a place in the north should need
to have free parking
thank you for calling goodbye
thank you for using have
i would like to travel on monday evening
i have like to leave on tuesday

TABLE VIII
E XAMPLES OF P ERSONALIZED D IALOGUE G ENERATION FROM THE
GAN- BASED ARCHITECTURE .

sentences have a better context preservation with respect to
the generated generic sentence.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have successfully addressed the task of
person-specific response generation in a multi-party setting.
We have proposed a novel approach to learn a). the persona
embedding of a speaker and b). the changes in the speaker’s
behaviour with resptec to other speakers involved in the
conversation. In particular, our persona formalization allows
to test many different generation architectures, from which
transformer-based GAN frameworks outperform all other solutions for a wide range of automated and manual evaluations.
Nevertheless, error analysis shows that strong improvements
are still needed, especially in terms of fluency and adequacy
to reach satisfactory results in real-world situations.
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